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Multi a doll 2 crazy games

Mutilating a Doll 2 is the sequel to the crazy doll torture game Mutilate a doll. Relieve your stress in a safe environment and in a fun way! Spawn ragdolls and choose which weapons you like to choose. There are various weapons to use and you are free to harm ragdolls in every possible way. You can also reset the screen to start the
torture again. Have fun! (source) This is an unblocked version of Mutilate a Doll 2, a game on CrazyGames.com. It comes here at CrazyGames Unblocked to let you enjoy it even when your school or office has blocked CrazyGames. If you play at home, you should play Mutilate a Doll 2 on CrazyGames.com to enjoy its full functionality.
Maiming a doll is a cruel and sadistic game of torture in which you must create various ragdolls and then inflict damage on them using a variety of weapons and objects. You are free to cause as much damage as possible and create imaginative ways to demolish the dolls. Maybe you want to pull the doll around and tear its limbs out? Or
maybe you want to use a weapon to chop up the doll or shoot it to pieces? The choice is yours and you can do it all safely without hurting anyone in real life! If you have some pent up stress or anger, this game is the perfect way to have some lighthearted fun and soothe those feelings build up inside! Developer Mutilate a Doll is made by
Rava Games, which also made the smash hit sequel. Release Date September 2013 Features Various weapons to be used You can select the effects on the area You are welcome to choose your crazy torture Platform Controls Pull the left mouse button to move the objects. Mutilate a Doll 2 is a rag doll physics game that is in a sandbox
environment. Using over 1500 objects, you can mutilate a doll in a variety of bleak and creative ways. So bring it back to life to endure whatever torturous ideas you can think of all over again. Mutilate a Doll 2 is a sandbox game so it can be played as you wish. A self-described virtual stress ball, you can put your creative ideas to the test
and let off some steam. If you are stuck for ideas, the mutilation inspiration icon will get your creative ideas going and the blood flowing. The game goes into unreal levels of detail. You can connect the doll using ropes and other joints to hold it in place, as well as resize everything, including ragdoll. Who would have thought torture could be
so funny? Similar games There aren't many games that go to the winding lengths of maiming a Doll 2, but there are plenty of similar games with ragdoll physics and gore. Puppet Master is a similar game that lets you attack a puppet and unlock new weapons as you progress. DEUL is a fast-draw shooter with hilarious ragdoll physics for
entertainment value. The original Mutilate a Doll may also be of interest. Over 1500 elements to unwavering creativity Self-described Self-described Hilarious ragdoll physics Adapted records Release Date October 2013 Developer Mutilate a Doll developed by Rava Games. Platform Unblocked version The unblocked version of this game
can be found here. Here.
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